Use of molecular profiles and clinical information can help predict which treatment would give the best outcome and survival for each individual patient, and thus guide optimal therapy, which offers great promise for the future of clinical trials and practice. High prediction accuracy is essential for selecting the best treatment plan. The gold standard for evaluating the prediction models is prospective clinical studies, in which patients are enrolled sequentially. However, there is no statistical method using this sequential feature to adapt the prediction model to the current patient cohort. In this article, we propose a reweighted random forest (RWRF) model, which updates the weight of each decision tree whenever additional patient information is available, to account for the potential heterogeneity between training and testing data. A simulation study and a lung cancer example are used to show that the proposed method can adapt the prediction model to current patients' characteristics, and, therefore, can improve prediction accuracy significantly. We also show that the proposed method can identify important and consistent predictive variables. Compared with rebuilding the prediction model, the RWRF updates a well-tested model gradually, and all of the adaptive procedure/parameters used in the RWRF model are prespecified before patient recruitment, which are important practical advantages for prospective clinical studies. Clin Cancer Res; 20(3); 1-9. Ó2013 AACR.
Introduction
The goal of molecular signature-based medicine is to use patients' molecular profiles and clinical information to predict their clinical outcomes such as survival before treatment and, thereby, select the best possible therapy, which can greatly improve the efficacy and reduce the toxicities of treatments. Recent studies have shown its feasibility and challenges. For example, the gene expression profiles have been used to predict disease prognosis (1) (2) (3) (4) and responses to treatments (5, 6) in multiple types of cancers. The conventional strategy for developing those prediction models is to build a model (also called a predictive signature) from one dataset (called a training set), and then validate the model using one or several independent datasets (called testing or validation sets; refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] . In this circumstance, testing the model prospectively, i.e., using prospective studies as the testing dataset, is the most objective and unbiased approach. A major challenge in developing a clinically useful predictive signature is the heterogeneity between the training and testing datasets, which may be caused by different patients' cohorts and experimental procedures. In addition, the testing dataset in a prospective study is always collected after the training set, so potential batch effects associated with profiling experiments may also lead to the heterogeneity. One feature of a prospective study is that the patients are usually recruited sequentially into the study, so clinical outcomes from the earlier patients accumulate during the study. The conventional approaches use a fixed prediction model, which is built on the training data only, throughout the entire study. Intuitively, such an approach can be less efficient for patients enrolling later in the testing set, as information on patients enrolling earlier in the testing set is not used. It is desirable to have a rigorous and prespecified mechanism, so that the information accumulated from earlier patients in the study can be used to update the prediction model for subsequent patients. In this article, we develop an adaptive prediction methodology to address these heterogeneity and efficiency issues, by using the accumulated information in the testing cohort to validate and update the prediction model. There are a few related issues for molecular signature-based clinical studies, such as the sample size and designs. We acknowledge the importance of these issues, but refer to other published studies for more discussion (11) (12) (13) (14) .
Random forest (rf) prediction model (15) is an ensemble learning method using classification trees as the base classifier. For high-dimensional data, random forest has comparable or superior performance compared with alternatives (16, 17) . In this article, we introduce a reweighted random forest (RWRF) model, which gives different weights to decision trees in the prediction model. The weights are adjusted within the clinical study, using the information accumulated from earlier patients. By doing so, the prediction model becomes adapted to the patient cohort in the current study, and the prediction performance will be improved. Figure 1 illustrates the rationale of our approach. Before the study starts, a prediction model (model 1) is built on the basis of training data. When the first patient is enrolled into the study, model 1 is used for prediction. Model 1 is also applied to the second patient. Suppose that the clinical outcome (resistant or sensitive to the treatment) of the first patient is available before the third patient is enrolled. This information will be used to update model 1, by adjusting the weight of each classification tree. The classification trees that correctly predict the outcome of the first patient will have increased weights, and those that predict incorrectly will have decreased weights. As the third patient enters the study, the prediction is made on the basis of the updated model (model 2). This evaluation and updating process continues whenever new information is available throughout the entire study. The prediction is always made by the newest model, which has been updated using all available information. In this method, the adaptation refers to updating the prediction model, using available patient information to improve the prediction accuracy in the new cohort.
Recent studies (18, 19) have shown the benefit of using weighted approaches to combine classifiers. Wolpert (20) developed a stacking method using a weighted average. Pan and colleagues (21) demonstrated a more general scheme using input-dependent weights. The goal of those methods is to combine different classifiers. The proposed approach shares a similar spirit. In addition, it may significantly advance from the existing approaches by continuously adapting the prediction model to the new patient cohort. In the proposed RWRF method, the weights are updated using the newly available information, and so the prediction model is adjusted to the patients' characteristics in the new cohort.
A motivating example
Lung cancer is the leading cause of death from cancer in the United States, with a 5-year survival rate of 15% (2), and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for up to 85% of lung cancer-related deaths (22) . The goal of treating late-stage NSCLC with chemotherapy is to prolong patients' survival time with limited toxicities. Current first-line chemotherapy options for patients with advanced NSCLC, such as the combination of a platinum-based agent with paclitaxel, gemcitabine, vinorelbine, or docetaxel, have substantial toxicity and limited clinical efficacy (23) . Gefitinib (Iressa, ZD1839; AstraZeneca) is an orally active EGF receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and has been approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat advanced NSCLC. Four phase I studies have shown that gefitinib is generally well tolerated (23) (24) (25) (26) . NSCLC patients' responses to gefitinib are very diverse-some patients can completely recover from the advanced cancer but others do not respond to the treatment at all. Therefore, identifying the subgroup of patients who will respond to gefitinib has tremendous clinical benefit for NSCLC treatment. A promising approach to identifying the gefitinib-sensitive patient subgroup is to use genomic profiling to predict tumor sensitivity to gefitinib. However, it is challenging to develop gefitinib response-predictive signatures using patients' molecular profiles, as not many patients have been treated with gefitinib, and have frozen tumor samples available for molecular profiling. Alternatively, the predictive profiles can be generated using cellline models (in vitro) as a "short cut" (27 primary tumor samples from patients with NSCLC, was measured using Affymetrix U133AB GeneChips. The goal of the study is to develop a predictive signature using the cell line data, and then test the signature on the independent datasets with primary tumors from patients with lung cancer. We first checked whether the expression profiles from primary tumors are different from those from cell lines. The gene expression data were processed using the Robust multichip Average (RMA) approach and quantile-quantile normalization (28) . All gene expression values were log 2 transformed. Average values were used for the different probe sets corresponding to the same gene. Figure 2 shows the hierarchical clustering result of NSCLC lines and primary tumors of patients with lung cancer, based on gene expression profiles. It is clear that the cell lines and patients samples were separated into different clusters, indicating that differences remain even after stringent normalization. These differences between training (cell line) data and testing (patient) data need to be taken into account in prediction models. This motivated us to develop an adaptive prediction method to account for the difference between testing and training data, by gradually adjusting the prediction model using available information.
Materials and Methods

Random forest
Random forests are classification and regression methods based on growing an ensemble of many randomized classification trees. For the integrity of this article, we give a brief review of the method here. We denote x tr as the input variables and y tr as the outcome variables in a training dataset with size N. For the drug response example, x is the gene expression profile, and y is the drug response status majority vote of all B trees, and the prediction is based on:
The random forest model predicts the probability that a new observation is sensitive to the treatment. The prediction was dichotomized into binary variables using 0.5 as cutoff (i.e., a new observation with a predicted probability of being sensitive greater than 0.5 was predicted as sensitive and otherwise as resistant).
RWRF for adaptive prediction
The classifiers from the conventional random forest models are constructed on the basis of the training data only. In this study, we developed a RWRF method to incorporate the information generated from earlier patients in the clinical study, to account for the potential heterogeneity between training and testing data, and, hence, improve prediction performance.
Supposing that the total number of patients in a prospective clinical study is M, in our proposed method, the prediction for the kth patient is based on a weighted average of the classification trees:
where x k is the gene expression data of patient k, and i denotes the index set of subjects whose clinical outcomes are available when patient k is enrolled in the study (i k). f b (x) denotes the bth classification tree, and its weight in the new prediction model is w b,i . Here, f i (x k ) is the prediction model for patient k. In the proposed model, the weight of each individual tree is determined by its performance with the previous patients whose clinical outcomes are available. At the beginning of the study, the weights are set to be equal, i.e.,
, the standard random forest. When the clinical outcome of patient i þ 1 is available, the weights are adjusted according to the prediction performance of each individual tree by:
ð3Þ where I(x) is an indicator function, which equals 1 for a correct prediction and 0 otherwise, and a is a positive constant that determines the learning speed. If a tree predicts the outcome of patient i þ 1 correctly, then its relative weight, w b;iþ1 = P w b;iþ1 in the prediction model for later patients, f iþ1 (x k ), k ! i, will increase, and vice versa. Intuitively, the model gives more weights to the trees with good prediction performance in all previous samples (both in the training and available testing datasets).
To evaluate the role of each variable (i.e., the importance of expression of a single gene) in the prediction models, we define c j,i as the contribution of variable (gene) j in the prediction model i as:
where q j,b is the frequency of variable j appearing in the bth classification tree, and w b,i is the relative weight of the bth classification tree in the prediction model i. In the RWRF model, the contributions of variables change as the study goes on, and we define an adaptive score (AS) for gene j as
where c j,M is the contribution of gene j in the final model, and c j,1 is the contribution of gene j in the initial model.
Simulation studies
We used simulation studies to evaluate the performance of the proposed RWRF method. We simulated 100 samples in the training set, and 200 patients enrolled in the study sequentially as the testing set. The outcome variable of the simulation study is sensitive or resistant to treatment, and there are 50 variables. Among those variables, 10 are "good" predictors, which are defined as the genes whose expressions are associated with the outcomes in both the training set and the testing set. These genes are real biomarkers. Another 10 are "unstable" predictors, which were simulated to be associated with the outcomes only in the training set, but not in the testing set. Such unstable predictors are commonly seen in gene signature studies. For example, assume a gene whose expression level is associated with patient outcomes and it is identified as a predictor using the training set. However, the measurement of its expression level in the testing set is very noisy due to some technical problems, so it is not a good predictor in the testing set. In this study, we proposed the adaptive prediction model to minimize the impact of the unstable predictors on the prediction performance. The variables are summarized in Supplementary Table S1 . If a variable is a predictor (with a check mark in Supplementary Table S1), then it was simulated from a normal distribution N(0,1) for sensitive and N(1,1) for resistant cases. Otherwise, it was simulated from N(m,1), where m is a random variable from Uniform(0,1) distribution, for both sensitive and resistant cases. In this study, the variables X1,. . .,X10 are good predictors, X11,. . ., X20 are unstable predictors, and X21, . . . X50 are noise predictors (i.e., not associated with outcome in the training set).
For simplicity, in the simulation, we assumed that the patients' clinical outcomes would be available immediately after the prediction and treatment, which is close to real practice when the response time is short and accrual rate is low. In simulation studies, we built the random forest using training data and predicted the cases in the testing data one by one, using the proposed RWRF approach. The simulations were repeated 1,000 times, and the prediction accuracy is the mean accuracy across the 1,000 simulations. Figure 3A shows the prediction accuracy versus the number of patients enrolled in the study. The prediction accuracy increases as the study goes on. At the beginning of the study, the overall prediction accuracy is 0.82, and the accuracy increases as the prediction model gradually adapts to the testing data. The improvement is fast at the beginning of the study and slows down as the model is close to being fully adapted. The overall accuracy at the end of the study is 0.92, which is significantly increased in comparison with the accuracy at the beginning. Figure 3A also compared the performance of RWRF with the learning curve (i.e., prediction accuracy increases as the number of training samples increases) and shows that the accuracy improvement from RWRF is much faster than the learning curve.
We also used the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves to summarize the average prediction performance in 1,000 simulations at different time points and compared the performance at the beginning and the end of the study. The predicted probability score was used to determine the ROC curves. Sensitivity is the proportion of sensitive cases that were predicted correctly by the prediction model, and specificity is the proportion of resistant cases that were predicted correctly by the model. Supplementary Fig. S1 shows the ROC curves for standard random forest (black), the RWRF at the beginning of the study (red), and at the end of the study (blue). At the beginning, the RWRF has equal weights for the classification trees, so it has similar performance to the traditional random forest. The prediction performance at the end of the study [with area under the curve (AUC) ¼ 0.94] improves significantly (P value < 0.001) beyond the traditional random forest (AUC ¼ 0.91) as the prediction model fully adapts to the testing data set.
For variable j, we calculated the adaptive score (defined in equation 5) to check the contribution changes between the initial model and the final model. Figure 3B shows the adaptive score boxplots for both the good and the unstable predictors. As expected, it shows that the contributions from good predictors increased, and those from unstable predictors decreased, as the prediction model adapted to the testing data set. It indicates that the model adapted to the new data by increasing the contributions from the good predictors and decreasing those from unstable predictors.
Analysis of lung cancer data
Now return to our motivating example, in which the cell line gene expression and drug sensitivity data were used to predict the clinical response to gefitinib treatment in patients with lung cancer. In this study, we applied the RWRF model to account for the differences between cell line (training) and patient (testing) data. A training set of 86 cell lines was used to build the prediction model, and its performance was evaluated using an independent testing set of 59 patients with lung cancer. Our goal was to develop a prediction model that could work in prospective clinical studies, in which patients are enrolled sequentially and the samples in the training and testing sets are different because they came from different types of samples. As the clinical outcome of each earlier patient was available, the weights of the classification trees with correct prediction increased, and Adaptive prediction
AS
Increased sample size Figure 3 . A, prediction accuracy using RWRF model at different stages of the studies. The accuracy for patient k is the mean accuracy across 1,000 simulations for the kth patient enrolled in the study. The circles are the mean accuracy for the kth patient, and the red line is the smoothed Lowess curve for accuracy of the RWRF model. Blue line represents the learning curve (i.e., prediction accuracy increases with the number of training samples increases). For the learning curve, the x-axis is the number increased in the training set. For example, the starting accuracy is 0.82, which corresponds with the number of training samples, i.e., 100 (the original sample size); as x (the number of additional training samples besides the original 100 training samples) is 50 (i.e., the total size of training set increases to 100 þ 50 ¼ 150), the accuracy is 0.83; as x increases to 200 (the total size of the training set is 100 þ 200), the accuracy increases to 0.84. B, boxplots for the adaptive scores for good predictors and unstable predictors in the prediction models. At the end of the study, the contributions from the good predictors increased, whereas those from unstable predictors decreased.
the weights of the trees with incorrect prediction decreased. By adjusting the weights, the random forest built from training data can gradually adapt to testing data. Figure 4 illustrates the flowchart of the adaptive prediction model in the clinical setting.
In the current study, the patients' information was retrospectively collected. To simulate the prospective studies, we randomly assigned an enrollment date to each patient and used this information to test the proposed method. Previous studies (29, 30) have demonstrated that a patient with an EGFR mutation is likely to response to gefitinib. Because the responses of patients were not currently available, we used the status of the EGFR mutation, which is a major surrogate biomarker for the response to gefitinib therapy, to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. In this study, we assume that a patient with an EGFR mutation will response to gefitinib therapy. We repeated the procedure 2,000 times to derive the average performance at different time points of the study.
To account for the fact that the patients' gene expression data (testing data) are collected sequentially in prospective clinical studies, we carefully normalized the gene expression data as follows: First, the training data (cell line gene expression data) were normalized using quantile normalization (28); then, the new (patient) gene expression data were normalized one by one, to have the same distribution as the expression of the training data. In this fashion, we normalized the training and testing data in the same way as much as possible, without assuming that the testing data come altogether. The genes with low variability (SEM less than 1) in the cell line data were removed and the remaining 1,473 genes were used as predictors to build the random forest model. Figure 5A shows the improvement of the overall accuracy at different stages of the study. The accuracy at the beginning of the study was 0.74 and increased to 0.84 when the number of accumulated patients reached 40. Figure 5B presents the ROC curves for standard random forest, as well as the starting performance and ending performance of the RWRF model. The ROC curves of the RWRF represent the average performance of 2,000 simulations. It shows that the performance at the beginning of the study is the same as that of the standard random forest, as expected. As the study goes on, the weights of the classification trees were adjusted, using the information accumulated from earlier patients. The performance of the final model improved significantly from the initial model, as the prediction model adapted to the patient data.
We also checked the genes with increased adaptive scores in the prediction model to see whether they are cancer-related genes. Of note, 13 genes have adaptive scores bigger than a 30-fold increase in their contributions to prediction. As summarized in Supplementary Table S2, 11 out of 13 genes have been shown to be associated with cancer diagnosis and prognosis in other clinical studies. For example, gene ZFHX1B is an important transcriptional repressor in the EGFR pathway (31) , which is the targeting pathway of gefitinib treatment, THBS1 (Homo sapiens thrombospondin 1) is a tumorgenesis gene associated with the prognosis and drug response in many types of cancer (32) , and CD24 (Homo sapiens CD24 antigen: small cell lung carcinoma cluster 4 antigen) is a prognostic marker of survival in NSCLC (33) and other cancer types. On the other hand, most genes with decreased weight (indicating they are unstable predictors) have been found to be differentially expressed between cell line data and patient data. For example, gene IFITM2 had the greatest reduction in weight among all the genes and was differentially expressed between cell line and patient (P < 0.0001). These results indicate that the proposed model will increase the weights of good predictors and decrease the weights of unstable predictors, as expected. The ability to identify the important genes for translational study automatically diminishes the effect of the unstable predictors, which is a key advantage of having the new prediction model smoothly "evolved" from the original model built from the cell line data.
Discussion
In real practice, it is challenging to use the model developed from one data source to predict the outcome from another data source. It is especially difficult in molecular signature-based clinical studies, because microarray datasets are variable and the expression measurements tend to be different from dataset to dataset. In this article, we propose a RWRF model to account for the differences between training data and testing data. A key feature of the proposed method is to use the outcomes from earlier patients in the clinical study to adapt the prediction model to the current study cohort. Figure 4 . Flowchart of the adaptive prediction models. The prediction model was built on the cell line data and used to predict the tumor response of patients with cancer. As the clinical outcome of a patient is available, the information will be used to update the prediction model.
The procedure for updating the weights in our proposed method was inspired by AdaBoost (34) , which uses the multiplicative rule to update the weights. In AdaBoost, the weights are adjusted for different observations to put more weight on the misclassified observations in previous iterations. In each iteration, the successive classifier becomes more focused on those observations misclassified by the previous one (35) . In our proposed method, the weights are adjusted for different classification trees in the random forest to increase the weights of the trees with correct prediction in previous patients. The trees with correct prediction will gain more weights in the successive classifier. The trees suitable for translation from cell line to patient will increase in weight, which forces the classifier to be gradually adapted from the cell line expression profile to the patient expression profile. Intuitively, the multiplicative rule allows some classification trees that do not fit the new testing set to be gradually excluded from the model by having their weights exponentially decay to zero.
Our proposed method is similar to the stacking method (20) Ài ðxÞ is the prediction of observation i made by using a dataset without the ith training observation (20) . In the stacking method, the weights are determined by cross validation. The stacking method can outperform each individual classifier by weighting them appropriately. In signature-based clinical studies, cross validation is not an option, as the patients are enrolled sequentially. In our proposed method, the weights are determined by the performance of each individual tree in previous patients in the clinical study, to make the classifier adapt to current patients' characteristics.
Our proposed method used a similar method as AdaBoost for adjusting the weights, and we use a ¼ 0.1 to illustrate the idea. The parameter a in equation 3 controls the speed of learning. If a is large (a > 1), the model will adapt quickly but may lose stability. On the other hand, if a is small (a < 0.1) the model adapts to new data slowly, but the prediction is relatively stable. As long as a has a moderate value (0.1-1), the model performs reasonably well. In practice, similar to adaptive designs for clinical trials, it may be necessary to conduct extensive simulation studies to pick an a value that gives the best operation characteristics. In original AdaBoost, a is a function of prediction error, and in the random forest prediction model, the prediction accuracy can be estimated internally using out-of-bag (OOB) estimator. Thus, we are studying how to control the learning speed using OOB estimation of prediction accuracy. If the prediction accuracy is much lower than that in the training data, indicating a large difference between the training and testing data, then a should be large to make the prediction model adapt quickly. On the other hand, if the prediction accuracies in the training and testing data are close, then a should be small to decrease the learning speed and gain stability.
To make use of the newly acquired data in the prediction model, instead of gradually adjusting, a tempting alternative is to rebuild the entire prediction model using newly acquired data as a part of the training set whenever new informative is available. The major problem with totally rebuilding a prediction model for a clinical study is its instability. A prediction model must go through a series of tests and validation steps before use in the genomic Figure 5 . A, the prediction accuracy versus the number of patients enrolled in the study. The circle is the estimated accuracy obtained by averaging across 2,000 simulation runs, and the red line is the smoothed Lowess curve. The accuracy at the beginning of the trial was 0.74 and increased as the patients accumulated. The accuracy saturated at 0.84 as the number of patients was about 40. B, ROC curves for the prediction of patients' response to gefitinib treatment. The black, red, and blue lines represent the standard random forest, the starting performance of RWRF, and ending performance of RWRF. As expected, the starting performance of RWRF performs the same as the standard random forest and the prediction performance has significantly improved at the end of the study.
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signature-based clinical studies. However, these tests are time consuming and we cannot afford to test and validate each time the model is built. In real practice, we would rather make gradual updates on a well-tested and validated prediction model than totally rebuild it. Furthermore, in our proposed method, the new model and the initial model are based on the same set of genes, and the only difference is the weight of the classification tree that makes the model more stable. Another advantage of this method is that it can automatically select genes that are important in the translational study from cell line to patient. The genes identified in the real data example have been shown to be important cancer genes and are of great interest for future biologic studies. In addition, all of the adaptive procedures/parameters used in the RWRF model are predefined before recruiting the new cohort, which is an important practical advantage for prospective clinical studies using adaptive designs (36, 37) . It is worth noting that, as the adaptive prediction model gradually improves the prediction accuracy, the patients who enter early in the study are less likely to be correctly assigned to effective therapy than patients who enter late in the study. The patients entered in the study benefit from the adaptive prediction model with better accuracy, but the early-enrolled patients benefit less, whereas the lateenrolled patients benefit more. One possible alternative to the proposed adaptive prediction model is to use an "adaptation" dataset, which contains molecular profiles and clinical outcomes for patients. This adaptation dataset would be used to adapt the model to new situations, but no patient would be assigned on the basis of the model prediction until a predetermined threshold of acceptable predictive accuracy is reached.
In summary, the proposed RWRF model can effectively adapt the predictive models to current patients' characteristics and, therefore, improve the prediction accuracy significantly. The RWRF model provides a rigorous statistical framework with predefined procedures, to account for the potential heterogeneity between the training and testing cohorts. The method can facilitate using molecular signatures to predict the clinical outcomes of patients in prospective clinical studies.
